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Background



Non – Traditional Students

• 45% of students earn a degree or certificate within six years of 
college. 31% drop out entirely. 

• Non-traditional forms the 72% of US students in higher 
education. 

• For our school, the number of non - traditional students in MS 
and DNP programs is 82% for 2020 and 83.3% for 2021. 

• The overall program's number is 65% for both of each years. 



Where We Are 
In keeping with CCNE standards, the University of Maryland School of Nursing’s 
Graduate Program provides its students with practicum and project placements. 

The COVID-19 Pandemic accelerated these trends, making non-traditional 
education the norm, and reducing the number of sites open to hosting students. 

Goals

Explore innovative initiatives to further student retention and maintain a 
competitive program in a field that increasingly caters to non-traditional students.

Explore innovative initiatives to further site retention, and remain competitive in 
developing relationships with new sites. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Understanding the changing landscape of educational demographics plays a key role in universities’ work to mitigate falling student completion rates and enrollment. A recent study claimed that only 45% of students earn a degree or certificate within six years of starting college, while 31% drop out entirely (Cooper, 2017). Non-traditional students now form the majority (72%) of U.S. students in higher education (Baker, 2016). Non–traditional students are parents, professionals, full-time employees, above age 25, or veterans (Achieving Success, 2018). With the rise in non-traditional students, institutions are expected to invest in flexible and accessible programs, tailored to support service growth. In an increasingly crowded field (nursing school enrollment continues to rise), competition for securing these sites and placements remains fierce.The health, social and economic crises of the COVID-19 pandemic have thrown into sharp relief the disruptive forces acting on the global higher education (HE) sector (Purcell & Lumbreras, 2021). For example, at the beginning of March 2020 in the United States of America (US), no one imagined HE would change so drastically. By mid-March lockdowns and physical distancing strategies effectively closed campuses. Most institutions in the US pivoted quickly to online delivery as a temporary measure, a move echoed around the world. The Class of 2020 went on to complete online, graduate virtually and enter a challenging job market.* CCNE : Commission on Collegiate Nursing Education accreditation 
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During the COVID-19 Pandemic, practicum students were 
placed at sites to complete their required semester hours 
without taking an incomplete nor utilizing simulation labs. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Through web-based, live-chat information sessions with students and faculty guests, the graduate-level practicum placements process was successful even during this period of crisis.Leadership collaboration, innovation, strategic planning, and flexibility aided in the success of practicum placement. Through the practicum process students gain meaningful learning experience while sites benefit from the support and ideas our students provide. Personal Touch – Meaningful interaction with the sites and partners. 36 new MS site contracts & 80 new DNP site contracts!Flexibility has been critical to adapting to the current needs of sites and students, and this makes the placement process successful.Preceptor benefits: faculty associate status, and tax credit benefits.The Office of Registration and Student Placements (ORSP) developed a more organized time-frame (placement and onboarding processes begin earlier than in the past) to ensure a smooth practicum placements process. Increased reliance on UMSON’s placement database, has been crucial in this process as well. The platform is all-inclusive (used by preceptors, staff, faculty, and students) and is a user-friendly tool for the placements organization and outreach.



New Partners! 
We signed 116 new contracts with sites and 

hospitals during COVID19 years 2020 and 2021
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Placements Timeline

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinical/Practicum/Project planning typically begins 5-6 months prior to the start of each semesterThe Assistant Director (AD) will collaborate with sites to ensure that preceptors and site representatives will meet students’ needs. Win – Win for students and site needs. The AD assign students to practicum experiences based on factors such as experience gaps, background work, interests and post-graduation intentions. This quarantines a successful practicum and/or QI project outcomes. Our DNP have presented their projects in National Conferences and have helped many sites to overcome Quality and/or leadership complex issues. Our goal is to send assignment notifications to students at least a month before the semester starts



Methods

Managing 
Students Site 

Onboarding and 
Compliance 

Statuses

A sales-based 
approach to site 

relationship 
management has 

been key in adapting 
to the shrinking pool 

of placements

Considering sites 
to be customers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Considering sites to be customers, recent UMSON outreach has prioritized principles of modern selling—Customer Retention, Database and Customer Relationship Management, Marketing the Product, and Problem Solving (Jobber and Lancaster, 2015). The careful managing of the placements platform provides us with a reliable database for sites, contributing to our strong record of customer retention and relationship management. Remain flexible in its approach—demonstrating “Problem Solving” in the face of challenges caused by the Pandemic. Keeping in touch with preceptors and clinical site representatives and following up on their needs, carefully constructed surveys sent to alumni, substantial cold calling of local practices, and use of placement technology tools have all helped ORSP replenish the program’s steady diet of external partners. According to Jobber and Lancaster, “modern selling often involves multiple calls, the use of a team-selling approach and considerable analytical skills.”UMSON itself prompts students with onboarding requirements based on previous exchanges with the site, which alleviates the site’s burden as relates to this paperwork. 



Methods - Tools
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https://www.nursing.umaryland.edu/academics/preceptors/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-Recent UMSON outreach has invoked principles of modern selling—Customer Retention, Database and Customer Relationship Management, Marketing the Product, and Problem Solving (Jobber and Lancaster, 2015). -In terms of developing a marketing strategy; preceptorship is incentivized through the opportunity to apply for faculty associate status and tax credit benefits—all of which are effectively “marketed” through our “Preceptor Fact Sheet” which was widely circulated.We also developed a preceptor resource webpage. -Another example of marketing in this push was that worked with alumni and development to produce email blasts and surveys to our alumni network, asking them to precept in this time of great need, appealing to their esprit de corps and institutional loyalty.-The careful managing of our web-based, placements platform provides us with a reliable database for sites, contributing to our strong record of customer retention and database and relationship management.Specifically leaning on database and relationship management, during COVID, we used this platform to comb through old records to see if there were sites/preceptors with whom we’d lost touch who were interested in hosting students again. -Within our placements platform and our compliance-monitoring platform, we used tools we had never used to house and track new compliance items such as fit testing and donning and doffing trainings, to meet new site requirements.-We were aggressive and anticipatory in terms of these requirements; we didn’t want to be reactive—we made a large-scale push to get students fit tested and have that on file knowing that sites would likely demand this. -A related and final example of customer retention is that we offer onboarding help. This is something we’ve implemented generally, pre-pandemic, but I work with contacts in Medical Staff Offices to keep our onboarding paperwork up-to-date, which we house in our placements platform. Students consult this information and upload completed paperwork, which we review and send on to sites. This kind of intermediary/liaison role eases pressure on students and site contacts. We’ve consistently gotten feedback that this keeps sites happy. And having this kind of remote-friendly access was tremendously helpful during COVID, not to mention just having the dedicated manpower/point of contact to work with sites and students during a decidedly turbulent time.-To some extent, all of the above showcased problem solving abilities; but more generally, the ORSP team has remained elastic in its approach—demonstrating “problem solving” in the face of challenges caused by the Pandemic. Ever-shifting onboarding and compliance requirements--requirements such as fit testing, donning and doffing, vaccines, boosters that became obligatory, often requiring different approaches on a site-by-site basis— meant flexibility was key in preserving placements at these sites. -These sales tactics helped ORSP replenish the program’s steady diet of external partners. 



Enrollment Numbers
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DNP Placements
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MS Placements
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Conclusions
Like many other higher education institutions, UMSON has had to 
reevaluate its practices and innovate to remain a competitive program 
during the COVID19 pandemic years.

Personalized placements processes, flexibility, and other planning 
techniques have worked to the benefit of the non-traditional student. 

Innovation and flexibility have also furthered site retention and 
relationship management, a direct benefit to the student experience. 

For graduate practicum and project courses placements alone, UMSON 
signed contracts with 116 sites within years 2020 & 2021—an indication 
that our diversification of outreach strategies and a sales-based approach 
has helped in this regard. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
219 different sites were used in MSN and DNP practicum and project placements over the above time frame.Exxat/STEPS placements Platform was used to verify the numbers for graduate level practicum and project placements for 2020 and 2021.Banner Reports were used for the enrollment numbers (3/14/2022).
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Questions

Stella Moshonisiotis: smoshonnisiotis@umaryland.edu
Alexander Snow: asnow@umaryland.edu
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Presentation Notes
Add question picture 
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